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What about ‘bother’?  I like to bother people since I am regularly bothered by people. To be 

bothered is to be involved in some kind of virtue of attention. I want to bother and be bothered.  

Poetry is the gaya scienza of being bothered. (Bother comes from the Irish Bodhaire – noise 

chatter; or bodhraim – deafen, annoy).  

In the year in the age in the civilization of the box set Laurie Duggan’s ‘Blue Hills’ poems 

have been collected by Puncher and Wattmann; in the practices of collection and collation this 

has been inevitable, and while I anticipated having all of this sort of Duggan botheration in one 

volume, it bothered me at the same time. Duggan’s Blue Hills have nestled in his books as small 

collectives of poems staggered throughout, a series of specialised portals that are to be eagerly 

sought. Is it like visiting the house of an uncle or aunt, knowing that they keep a jar of Kool-

mints, or midget Cherry Ripes and Bounties (god bless the coconut)? Perhaps it’s more like 

knowing where there are a couple of witchety grubs but leaving them under the bark to their 

chewing, and enjoying the anticipations of hunger while wandering around with the certain 

knowledge of proximate sweetmeats. What I am saying is that, for me, these poems season to 

satisfaction the rest of Duggan’s work. I was therefore trepidatious to see that the future had 

delivered the bounty in one package. What would it be like to have all seventy-five grubs lined 

up in the broad daylight: what would this do to our appetites? Could we have a surfeit of Blue 

Hills, or, even worse, would we find them as an all-you-can-eat feast especially meager? 

I think the answer is that we get it all: the pleasure, the overfeeding, and the poverty, and the 

revelation of the book is that this is as it should be. The pressure of this permanent audition for 

what are essentially fugitive poems is put upon the reader: either one stares into the abyss of their 



structural and conceptual brilliance or sees the depressing blue limen of a hard salt plane, an 

unkind horizon seen from a car, a compaction of ennui:   

A lizard flits under the rubble 

Between the sleepers, on the line where 

Trains ‘rocket to impossible destinations’   (21) 

What is required, in reading each Blue Hill as a poem, is a modulated rhythm of the flash 

glance and a kind of stubborn loitering, practicing both staring and seeing at different times with 

different poems. These poems have the spatial dimensions of a hitchhike ride (a disappearing 

genre of experience?) where what is collected is between one half and twenty charmed 

observations.  Yet there is something starkly immobile about them. The poem is often stranded, 

or inert, and the roving eye is left to make its own history or mythos of the present.   

In ‘Blue Hills’ this reading into histories of the present becomes the writing of them; 

mythography and mythopoiesis include and occlude each other to a very fine degree (degree 0). 

In this sense the Blue Hills poems are little love (desiring) machines (I think of Deleuze and 

Guattari on vacation, bemusing under a neon Pepsi sign) designed to be expressive of the 

affective and the apparitional, or what is barely there. The more time we spend reading them, the 

more we might thrill at how extremely sensitive they are to the traces of culturally and 

ecologically catastrophic activities and the mixed auras of past and present occupiers.   

One can sniff in these poems the vocation of the poet: the one who stands on the margin of 

capital economy and progress, who is sublimely unemployed and whose job is to plot the 

intricate nexus of human desire, folly and brutality as an ongoing tragi-comedy. What is 

suggested strategically by the Blue Hills mode is a mobile framing tectonics of late colonial 

citizenship, where the poet both appears as an expressive intelligence, and disappears in a highly 

contingent and sparely articulated rhetoric of attention. They exist in a solution of ironia, where 

like the poet one is always at a remove from the action, yet as soon as one begins to read one is 

complicit through the act of making mythos: 

The open desert 

this not-you, not-your-problem place   (36) 



The play of time here is intriguing: written over twenty-five years, Duggan’s Blue Hills have 

come to mimic the interminability of the radio series Blue Hills (cockatiel precursor to the 

dialogic wit of Home and Away and Neighbours). Duggan’s Hills both salute and mock the radio 

series as a necessary rigmarole of demotic parlance: 

A crazed accountant sits at a desk in the park 

On the desk 

                           Erica 4 Brian 

                           I WANT TO SUCK COCKS 

Log trucks cross the Bega flood bridge; 

         all the poets have moved to Sydney   (2) 

What is pressing, though, from the book as cultural artifact, is that it is highly personal, yet there 

is hardly a person behind it. It does not want us to reconstitute the person of the author as cult-

figure or emblematic guide. The more precisely that these squibs locate the subject within time, 

economics and aesthetic taste, the more efficiently the subject disappears as a containable 

phenomena. And yet Duggan has managed through his mobile charms to syndicate certain 

moments and unfortunate cultural or aesthetic intersections so that one encounters signature Blue 

Hills moments when one is ‘out and about’ (Wagga, Kunnunnurra, Balgownie, Northcote Plaza).  

The trace that I particularly like to contact is that of Duggan the comedian, and the tonal 

aura of Duggan as (Under the Weather) Good Company. This involves a continual critique of art 

as a kind of dread seriousness, and I hear Ted Berrigan intone ‘Great Art is a Great Mistake.’ 

Duggan is adept at the banal satori – that which shimmers in the drastic fabric of the normal as 

being kinked or freaked. This is never a lurching humour but mostly a subtle stumblebumming 

through the pleasure of anomaly and the supernaturally daggy: 

Muscular schoolgirls dwarf grey haired art historian type 

who looks like a suave version of Bertrand Russell 

– maybe it’s Bernard Smith? 

Like all lasting humour, Duggan’s comedies are riven with dark streaks, and we are 

constantly presented with the indifference of civilization and barbarism in terms of the 



occupation and modification of Australia as country. The severity of its practice of attention and 

critique in these poems is a constant goad to do the same, to treat living seriously as a matter of 

poiesis, since even our most throwaway or frivolous gestures and perceptive events can become 

graven. It is exemplary: it says this is the way to be. One might take up the writing of Blue Hills 

as a conceptually infinite process of constitutionalising the self in place, or the self as place, in a 

way that is hyper-critical of the discursive tricks of ‘settlement’, yet still indulges in the sensual 

pleasures of hedonism and the self-spoiling pleasures of nostos, nostoi, nostalgia: the desire to 

return home. In Duggan’s case, perhaps his distance from Oz (he resides these days in Kent) has 

perpetuated a desire to return home again and again, or perhaps the distance opened up has in 

turn opened up Duggan’s vision to new waves of Blue Hills.   

Azure and eucalyptus haze (drops of alcohol) commingle in the suggestive phrase ‘Blue 

Hills,’ an aesthetic atmosphere that is lustily computable as the ongoing theatrical sentimentality 

known as ‘Australia.’ We should attend to the (Saturnal) note of melancholia that will resound in 

whatever is blue, and I think it is there, at a particulate level, almost everywhere in these poems. 

Duggan’s Epigrams of Martial or his Adventures in Paradise are more concerned with the social: 

those parodies of his friends and enemies alternately celebrate and condemn a community of 

energetic signatures and styles. The Blue Hills poems are lonelier, and there is something 

peculiarly masculine in them that is difficult to overtake through analysis. The Blue Hills poet is 

always isolate, travelling between places, placed as a guest, or as a connoisseur of wasted spaces: 

arrive outside Wollongong on the F6 

climb over wire fence & 

                  get attacked by dogs. 

find the way to a bus stop & 

                   celebrate arrival with junk food.    (6) 

Stylistically the Blue Hills are built of a fine sedimentation of aesthetic sensibility: if we 

were to Pound them down to a molecular level we are just as likely to sniff bits of Rilke as Pam 

Brown (hand me my snuff!) and ‘Arthur from the co-op bookroom’ as Paul Klee. These poems 

are so aware of their own constructedness that the effect is one of an endlessly recursive 

perspectivism whose magnified interiority gives us a telescopic shot into the abyss. What is ‘out 

there’ is also always right here. The poetry’s virtue is in its calm nervousness: negotiating an 



impossible position of estranged colonial, the sequence keeps shifting its attention and 

modulations of style to offer a speaking practice that is at once alien and habitable (for whom?). 

Duggan manages an Australian-ness that’s not daggy, but still quite daggy and not really 

Australian : 

White chooks downhill near the cliff 

it’s the drinking season    (11) 

Many of the poems are built as strung-up mobiles of fragmentae, and one of the implicit 

suggestions of the book is that this collage of charmed names and stylistic tidbits is what the self 

might be. The collection’s eventual attenuation to the haiku form is less ‘chop wood, carry 

water’ than ‘read Olson, eat Twistie’, though we can now better appreciate a metaphysical 

equivalence of these things.  

An aesthetic education is always an ontological and a sentimental one. How can we 

approach greater Sydney’s dirty emerald delta without spotting Arthur Streeton, shirtless, tanned 

forearms, neckerchief, pipe, squatting over a morning fire, pictures drying in the sun, or see 

through a rig of gum leaves without seeing Maggie Preston’s expressionist tics or gothicising of 

negative space, or cross the harbor bridge without seeing Brett Whiteley on acid in his Jaguar 

(never mind the paintings…)? As John Forbes has pointed out, Australia’s cult exposition, its 

‘always-already’, was taken care of by the biscuit tin, just as Switzerland’s simulacrum is owned 

by the chocolate box. Yet as Duggan (& Forbes & Brown & Ryan & Bolton) has demonstrated, 

poems are the place where one can express a personal mythology that is structured as a con-

fusion of the ancient and modern, and that artifice or artfulness inheres in our perceptual 

processes. 

What this book presents is the question of the artist as a peripheral (superferal) figure of 

cultural production in the later twentieth and twenty-first centuries. As a lexical-philosophical 

proposition, Duggan performs the fine and finer contingency of the self as a graph of its 

sensorial/intellectual fluxus using the inherited technics and stylistic indexes of modern art and 

laconic tact. The evaporation of the subject into a culture of dispersed objects is a horizontal 

treatise for Duggan, a love embrace; it is not a matter of posting some things and people to satan 

and others to god. It has the ethos of a recursive practice that cannot be contained by dogma – 



symbolic or ritual – and this is the transmitted secular gift of the modernists: art as the practice of 

social revolution, of bothering and being bothered; it is filial, not Patrician, and it is Pagan. 

Any book if it is any good will give you at least one recipe: Joyce gives us lamb’s fry; 

Rimbaud wants his ham half-chilled and rubbed with garlic; Maldoror will eat of your children; 

Mina Loy makes us gourmands of sex; Moby Dick notes two types of chowder and maybe a 

third. From the very first Blue Hill onwards, Duggan has demonstrated the Australian baroque 

logic of the ‘bombalaska’ which, according to www.grouprecipes.com, ‘is a dessert made of ice 

cream placed in a pie dish lined with slices of sponge cake and topped with meringue. The entire 

dessert is then placed in an extremely hot oven for just long enough to firm the meringue.’ How 

else can the clouds appear but as a ridiculous (and sublimely burnt) Romantic confectionary. 

Both hot and cold, it is a classy Australian culinary performance, and one needs a certain flair to 

pull it off. 

I love these poems. This is less the ejaculation of an enthusiast than a critical question of 

how and why we develop amorous relations with some texts over others. Each of the Blue Hills 

contains within it the hint of more blue hills, and that no matter how shit things can get, there is 

the injunction to just keep talking. 


